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Some years ago Yon Bezold • pointed out that •he mean value 
of the magnetic potential round a parallel of geographical latitude 
is very nearly equal •o a constant multiple of the cosine of the 
north polar d•stance. Shortly afterward Adolf Schm[d• • considered 
the problem of finding the diameter of the Earth for which the 
mean value of the magnetic potential round each small circle with 
the diameter as axis, approximates in the best way to a constant 
multiple of the cosine of the polar distance from one extremity of 
the diameter. Schmidt chose as the criterion for obtaining the 
best approximation the condition that the square of the difference 
between the two quantities just mentioned, when integrated over 
the whole Earth, should be a minimum. 

While reading Schmidt's paper, in connection with some studies 
at the Department of Terrestrial Magnetism during the past sum- 
mer, it occurred to me that it might be useful to have a simple 
formula for the mean value of a function round a circle on a sphere. 
Such a formula can be deduced without much trouble from the 
formulae for the transformation of spherical harmonics in a transi- 
tion from one set of polar coordinates to another. These formulae 
have been given by Adolf Schmidt? but the particular theorem 
we are interested in is not explicitly mentioned in his paper. A 
more direct proof of the theorem may be obtained by using a cer- 
tain property of potential functions, .and is perhaps worth recording. 

Let a function F(O, rk) of the spherical polar coordinates 0, • be 
expanded in a series of spherical harmonics 

F (0, •) = So + & (0, •) + & (0, •) +... + & (0, •) +... (•) 
which for simplicity we shall suppose to be absolutely convergent. 
In this equation So is a constant and, with the usual notation, S• 
denotes an expression of type 

S,• = a,,oP,, (cos O) q- Z (a•,• cos m• q- bn•sin m•) P•' (cos 0) (2) 
where the a's and b's are constants. 

x Sitzungs. J3erichte der Akademie der Wissenschaften z• Berlin, math.-phys. Cla•e, (I895), 
pp. 363-378. 

• T•rr. Mag., vol. ! (!896), p. 18. 

• Z•itschrift fi•r Mathcmatilz und Physik, Bd. 44, (1899), p. 327. 
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If r is the distance of a point from the center of a sphere of 
radius unity, the potential function 

V= So q- r S•(O, •) q- r • S• (•, q•) q- . . . q- r '• S• (0, q•) q- . . . (3) 

will take the value F(O, qs) at points on the sphere r = 1, and so 
the mean value of F round a circle on the sphere is equal to the 
mean value of V. 

Now, the mean value of such a potential function round a circle 
can be expressed in terms of the values of the potential function 
on the axis of the circle. 4 If V = f(r) on this axis, the theorem 
states that the mean value of V is 

= f (cos • -5 i sin a cos •) d •k (4) 

wher'e • is the angle which the radius of the (•ircle subtends at the 
center of the sphere. . 

Now let (0o, +0) be the polar coordinates of that pole of the 
circle for which • is the polar distance, then 

f (r)=& + r S• ( 0o, +o) + r• & (0o, +o) +. ß . 
+ r• S• (00, •0) +. ß ß (s) 

Substituting in (4) we find, ,with the aid of I.aplace's formula, 

P,, (cos •) =- (cos • + i sin • cos •)'• d • (6) 
• o 

that 

w = & + P• (cos •) & (00, +0) + P• (cos •) & (00, +0) + ß . ß 
+• (cos•) & (00, •0) +. ß ß (7) 

This is the required expression for the mean value of F. 
The theorem relating to the mean value of the potential function 

may be proved very easily by taking the axis of the circle as the 
diameter through the pole of the coordinates (0, ½). The mean 
value of V round the circle for which 0 = • is then 

W =a• + a,0 • (cos •) + . . . + a,•o • (cos •) + . . . (8) 
as is seen at once from (2). On the other hand, for points on the 
axis we have 

V=f (r) = aoo + a•or + a•or • + . . . + a•or • + . . . (9) 
Equation (4) is now an immediate consequence of equation (6). 

Formula (7) may perhaps be of some use for the purpose of 
separating the hamonics of different degrees when a function 

• Ampican Journal of Math,mati•, (1912), p. 335. 
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can be represented with considerable accuracy by a series contain- 
ing only a limited number of terms. Let us suppose, for instance, 
that a function F can be represented by a series of four terms, 

(0, = So + & + & + & 
the form being indicated by theoretical considerations but the 
coefficients in So, S•, S•, S• being unknown. Let us suppose, more- 
over, that the different curves along which F is constant have been 
drawn on the sphere, but that the function F is unknown. 

If now we are provided with a circular wire whose radius is 
such that when the wire touches the sphere round a circle the 
corresponding value of • satisfies the equation P.• (cos •) = 0, the 
mean value of F round this circle is ' 

Let this value be associated with the pole of the circle, viz, the point 
(00, •0); the value associated with the diametrically opposite point 
may be found from another position of the wire and is 

F (•r-00, r + •0)= S0-P• (cosa) S• (00, •0) q- P•. (cos•) S• (0o, •0) (12) 

Subtracting, we obtain 

F (00, •0) -- F (•r--00, ,r + •0) = 2 P• (cos •) S• (00, 40) (13) 

whence St is determined. By addition we may obtain the value 
of So q-•P•.S•. Now use a wire whose ra•dius corresponds to 
value of a for which J>• (cos a) = 0; the mean value of So 
round such a circle on the sphere is then So. The values of So, S• 
and finally S• may then be found. 

In calculating the mean value of F round a circle, it is sufficient 
to take the mean oœ the values at the vertices of a regular polygon 
whose sides are more than twice as numerous as the terms of dif- 

ferent degree in the series representing F. Thus in .the case under 
consideration we can use a regular octagon. The method sketched 
here is not intended to supersede the standard methods of spherical 
harmonic analysis 5, for it is inferior to them in many respects. 
It is mentioned here simply as, a method which, with suitable 
apparatus, could be carried out fair!y.,•quick!y by anyone desiring 
to use only the simplest mathematical operations. 

• These are (1) the well-known method in which the coefficients are determined as integrals 
taken over the surface of a sphere, (2) the metl•c•d suggested by F. E. N•U•XNN in 1838 (of. Math. 
Ann., Bd. 14 (1879), p. 5•67, and used by A•). SCHMIDt, Archiv der D,utschcn $e•,wart• (1889), and 
(3) the method proposed by/k. SCHUSTEr{ in 1902, Phil. Trans. A., vol. 200, p, 181. When the 
function V is actually given as a polynomia! of the n*l• degree in x, y, •, the present problem 
may be solved with the aid of Laplace's operator V• b• a well known method due to Gau•s. 


